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A possible naming scheme for exotic hadrons
Tim Gershon

Based on many discussions with LHCb colleagues

Hadron Spectroscropy: The Next Big Steps
25 March 2022
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What is the problem?

● Several discoveries that do not fit 
into PDG naming convention.

● Mostly (not always) following 
PDG rule to use “X” for states 
where not all QNs measured

● Names assigned ad-hoc
○ Problems/conflicts likely if current 

rate of discoveries continues

● Names may become popularised 
even if not used in LHCb papers

○ e.g. Tcccc for X(6900)

https://www.nikhef.nl/~pkoppenb/particles.html or
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb-docs/FIGURE/LHCb-FIGURE-2021-001

https://www.nikhef.nl/~pkoppenb/particles.html
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb-docs/FIGURE/LHCb-FIGURE-2021-001
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PDG naming convention -- based only on quantum numbers
https://pdg.lbl.gov/2021/reviews/rpp2020-rev-naming-scheme-hadrons.pdf

No rule for exotic mesons with s, c, b QNs No obvious way to extend to other PQ states

https://pdg.lbl.gov/2021/reviews/rpp2020-rev-naming-scheme-hadrons.pdf
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Examples

● X0(2900) and X1(2900) discovered as D−K+ resonances [LHCb-PAPER-2020-025] 
○ All QNs except isospin determined (could be I=0,1)
○ If/when isospin measured (discovery/absence of partners), what should these states be called?

● Zcs(4000) and Zcs(4220) discovered as J/ψK+ resonances [LHCb-PAPER-2020-044]
○ All QNs determined (assuming I=½; JP still ambiguous for Zcs(4220)) 

○ Chosen name breaks PDG convention: Z should be I=1, spin not indicated 

● Pc states discovered as J/ψ p resonances [LHCb-PAPER-2015-029, LHCb-PAPER-2019-014]
○ spin-parity not yet known 

■ [according to PDG, JP should be stated explicitly in name.  presumably this won’t be done in practice, 
as it is not usually done for other baryons]

○ J/ψ p resonances are presumably I = ½, but what should we call I = 3/2 states?
○ Possible J/ψ Λ resonances denoted Pcs [LHCb-PAPER-2020-039]

■ Presumably I=0, but not measured. Do we need a different name for I=0 and I=1?
○ How would this scheme be extended to PQ states with open charm?

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2020-025.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2020-044.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2015-029.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2019-014.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2020-039.html
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Need for a new naming scheme

● Many states discovered at LHC experiments (mainly LHCb) in recent years
○ 10 manifestly exotic (not fitting into existing naming scheme); 9 in last ~3 years

○ Complementing discoveries at other experiments, notably BESIII, Belle & BaBar

○ Assumption that many more will following in coming years

● Naming could continue without any explicit scheme
○ … but likely to end in a confusing mess 

○ groups will invent their own, conflicting, schemes

● Scientific tradition that those making discoveries get naming rights
○ LHCb discussing a possible scheme, but would appreciate input from other 

experiments and the rest of the community
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● Should be backwards-compatible, to the extent possible
○ Both with existing PDG scheme and previous publications

● Should be as simple as possible
○ Understandable by non-experts (will inevitably require effort, as the current scheme does!)
○ Avoid tortuous naming, e.g. with multiple sub/superscripts
○ No conflicts with existing particles names

■ avoid B, D, H, J, K, N, W, a, b, f, g, h, n & basically all greek letters) + X for unknown QNs
■ conflict in use of Z already exists, but don’t make worse
■ Y not ideal as barely distinguishable from Υ (Upsilon) in many fonts

● Should be based on measurable properties, not interpretation
○ i.e. follow PDG convention that name depends on quantum numbers (and mass) only

● Should be future-proof, to the extent possible
○ Avoid having to repeat this discussion in future, if we can
○ Cannot foresee every possible discovery

■ could aim to cover all possible 4- and 5-quark combinations, but (e.g.) what about 6?

Desirable features of a naming scheme
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Attempts at proposals

Any possible proposal will get criticised (this is fine, and welcome)

Have aimed to make “straw” proposal as a basis for discussion

Has been discussed within LHCb

● A lot of feedback received, including conflicting opinions!

● No “perfect” solution, but aim to avoid significant pitfalls 

Further comments and suggestions for improvements are very welcome
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Proposal: 
Tη,θ,π; PΛ,N,Σ,Δ

“iso-superscript”
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Proposal outline

● Basic idea: T for tetra, P for penta, plus existing symbols to indicate isospin
– Isospin symbol as superscript to avoid multiple subscripts

– T states: I = 0, ½, 1 ↔ η, θ, π; P states  I = 0, ½, 1, 3/2 ↔ Λ, N, Σ, Δ

● Subscript Υ, ψ, φ to denote hidden beauty, charm, strangeness

○ in order of mass, and repeated if necessary

● Subscript b, c, s to denote open flavour content 

○ in order of mass, where more than 1 needed, e.g. Tcs 

○ repeated if necessary, e.g. Tbb for an I=0 bbud state

○ overlines on subscripts only where necessary

● e.g. Tbb is the antiparticle I=0 bbud state, but Tbc and Tbc denote different states 

● first subscript (heaviest quark) defines whether symbol has overline:  Tbc contains bc, Tbc contains bc 

● Should be extendable for 6 or 7 quark states (not considered in detail yet)
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Proposal outline

● Mesons:

○ Additional subscript for spin and superscript * to denote natural spin-parity

● Baryons:

○ Spin parity specified after symbols

● Mass in parentheses, followed by superscript for charge

○ Charge superscript can be dropped when not necessary (I=0 states)

● All as for conventional hadrons
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Exotic mesons: impact on existing states
● Zc and Zb states (PDG convention) become Tπ

ᴪ and Tπ
Υ

● Zcs(4200)+ (I = ½, JP = 1+) becomes Tθ
s1ᴪ (4200)+

○ n.b. charge conjugate is Tθ
s1ᴪ (4200)−, i.e. no bars (c.f. Ds+ & Ds−)

○ isospin partner Tθ
s1ᴪ (4200)0 (quark content ccsd) has antiparticle Tθ

s1ᴪ (4200)0

● X(6900) becomes Tη
ᴪᴪ(6900)

○ with additional labels once JP measured; η superscript can be dropped since obvious

● X0(2900) and X1(2900) 
○ become Tη

cs0*(2900)0 and Tη
cs1*(2900)0 if I=0 or Tπ

cs0*(2900) and Tπ
cs1*(2900) if I=1

○ bar required to distinguish neutral particle and antiparticle

■ Tcs0 contains c and s, Tcs0 contains c and s 

● Tcc
+ becomes Tη

cc
+, assuming I=0

● n.b. no change to, e.g., ꭓc1(3872) 
○ this scheme only for states with manifestly exotic quantum numbers
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Exotic baryons: impact on existing states

● All Pc states become PN
ψ (assuming I=½) 

○ Antiparticle of PN
ψ(4312)+ is PN

ψ(4312)−

○ Could imagine dropping “N” superscript (treating I=½ as default if not specified otherwise)

● Pcs(4459)0 becomes PΛ
ψs(4459)0 (assuming confirmed & I=0)

○ Antiparticle is PΛ
ψs(4459)0
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Translations

In practice “obvious” super- & sub-scripts likely to be dropped

‡ indicates assumed QNs
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Last thoughts

● Possible to come up with a scheme that satisfies most desirada 
○ relatively simple, largely following existing (PDG) principles

○ perfect backwards-compatibility not possible

● Existing “straw” proposals seem to provide reasonable starting point
○ Some annoying features (changes of well-established names, multiplicity of super/subscripts)

○ No scheme will be perfect, and need flexibility to accommodate future discoveries 

■ e.g. Open-charm exotic mesons exist, so open-charm exotic baryons probably do too

● Hope to get further feedback so that whatever scheme emerges will be 
accepted in the community
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History repeats itself

CERN Courier, November 1985

Thanks @NikoSarcevic 

https://twitter.com/NikoSarcevic/status/1455440739219951617?t=x5n5xCEBD8hT2y-n5nWOoQ&s=19

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1731195
https://twitter.com/NikoSarcevic/status/1455440739219951617?t=x5n5xCEBD8hT2y-n5nWOoQ&s=19
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Back up
(including comments received so far)
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Aside: numbering scheme

MC generators need a unique numbering scheme for hadrons (and all particles)

Existing scheme does not cover all known states

https://pdg.lbl.gov/2021/reviews/rpp2020-rev-monte-carlo-numbering.pdf

Developers expressing desire for a future proof scheme

Should ideally have a one-to-one matching between naming and numbering

Suggest to leave this aside for now.  Figure out a naming scheme first, then figure 
out how to best match it to a numbering scheme

https://pdg.lbl.gov/2021/reviews/rpp2020-rev-monte-carlo-numbering.pdf
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Alternative proposal: 
T,U,Z; O,P,Q,R

“the roman alphabet”
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Exotic mesons (minimal 4q content with ≥ 1 heavy flavour)

● T, U, Z to denote isospin 0, ½, 1 states
○ Keep X reserved for states with QNs not yet measured
○ Use Z for I=1 instead of V to keep (some) consistency with current PDG
○ Strictly speaking I=3/2 states also possible (e.g. cudd) → would be “V” states (may be hard to discover)

● Subscript b, c, s to denote open flavour QNs
○ in order of mass, where more than 1 needed, e.g. Tcs 
○ repeated if necessary, e.g. Tbb for an I=0 bbud state
○ overlines on subscripts only where necessary

● e.g. Tbb is the antiparticle I=0 bbud state, but Tbc and Tbc denote different states 

● first subscript (heaviest constituent quark) defines whether symbol has overline:  Tbc contains bc, Tbc contains bc 

● Subscript Υ, ψ, φ to denote hidden beauty, charm, strangeness
○ in order of mass, and repeated if necessary

● Additional subscript for spin and superscript * to denote natural spin-parity
○ As for conventional mesons in PDG scheme
○ Suggest to always include these for clarity

■ for conventional mesons specify neither for JP = 0−, and only * for JP = 1−

● Mass in parentheses, followed by superscript for charge, as normal
○ Charge superscript can be dropped when not necessary (I=0 states)
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Exotic mesons: impact on existing states

● Zc and Zb states (PDG convention) become Zᴪ and ZΥ

● Zcs(4200)+ (I = ½, JP = 1+) becomes U s1ᴪ (4200)+

○ n.b. charge conjugate is  U s1ᴪ (4200)−, i.e. no bars (c.f. Ds
+ & Ds

−)
○ isospin partner U s1ᴪ (4200)0 (quark content ccsd) has antiparticle U s1ᴪ (4200)0

● X(6900) becomes Tᴪᴪ(6900)
○ with additional labels once JP measured

● X0(2900) and X1(2900) 
○ become Tcs0*(2900)0 and Tcs1*(2900)0 if I=0 or Zcs0*(2900) and Zcs1*(2900) if I=1
○ bar required to distinguish neutral particle and antiparticle

■ Tcs0 contains c and s, Tcs0 contains c and s 

● Tcc
+ unchanged, assuming I=0

● n.b. also no change to ꭓc1(3872) 
○ this scheme only for states with manifestly exotic quantum numbers
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Exotic baryons (minimal 5q content with ≥ 1 heavy flavour)

● O, P, Q, R to denote I=0, ½, 1, 3/2 states
○ Difference between P and R is like difference between N and Δ
○ Difference between O and Q is like difference between Λ and Σ
○ Strictly speaking I=2 states also possible (e.g. cuuuu) → would be “S” states (maybe hard to discover)

● Subscript b, c, s to denote open flavour QNs
○ bar if necessary to denote antiquark in baryon, e.g. bcuud should be Pbc

● Subscript Υ, ψ, φ to denote hidden beauty, charm, strangeness
○ Same as for exotic mesons

● Nothing explicit in name to indicate spin-parity
○ As for conventional baryons in PDG scheme

● Mass in parentheses, followed by superscript for charge, as normal
○ Charge superscript retained even when not necessary (I=0 states)

● All antibaryons with overline, as normal
○ Easier than mesons: baryons are particles (no bar) & antibaryons are antiparticles (with bar)
○ But note that e.g. Pbc is a different particle to (not antiparticle of) Pbc
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Exotic baryons: impact on existing states

● All Pc states become Pψ (assuming I=½) 
○ Antiparticle of Pψ(4312)+ is Pψ(4312)−

● Pcs(4459)0 becomes Oψs(4459)0 (assuming confirmed & I=0)

○ Antiparticle is Oψs(4459)0
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